Abstract-This paper presents a mechanism of resolving unidentified lexical units in Text-based Machine Translation (TBMT). In a Machine Translation (MT) system it is unlikely to have a complete lexicon and hence there is intense need of a new mechanism to handle the problem of unidentified words. These unknown words could be abbreviations, names, acronyms and newly introduced terms. We have proposed an algorithm for the resolution of the unidentified words. This algorithm takes discourse unit (primitive discourse) as a unit of analysis and provides real time updates to the lexicon. We have manually applied the algorithm to news paper fragments. Along with anaphora and cataphora resolution, many unknown words especially names and abbreviations were updated to the lexicon.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A viable Machine Translation (MT) system must have a solution to anaphoric and elliptical ambiguities. It is not viable until it provides mechanism to handle the problem(s) of unidentified words such as names and abbreviations. Earlier, a discourse based approach is used to resolve anaphoric and elliptical ambiguities in Text-based Machine Translation (TBMT) [1] . To produce high quality translation, the source text is dissected into mono-sentential discourses where complex discourses require further dissection either directly into primitive discourses or first into compound and later into primitive discourses [2] . The resolution of ambiguities is performed during discourse processing stage [3] . However, less attention has been given to resolve unknown words in TBMT. This paper improves dissection and discourse processing procedure by providing an algorithm for the resolution of unidentified lexical units. Firstly, we discuss discourse analysis and the dissection of complex and compound discourses into primitive discourses. Secondly, we present our proposed algorithm and analyze its validity by applying it to real world text, i.e., newspaper fragments. Finally, we present conclusion to our work.
II. DISCOURSE ANALYSIS AND DISCOURSE UNIT
The term discourse is introduced by Zellig Harris in 1952. A discourse is a connected piece of text of more than one sentence spoken by one or more speakers [4] . Bellert defines discourse as a sequence of utterances S 1 , S 2 , S 3 ....S n such that the semantic interpretation of each utterance S i (2 ≤ i ≤ n) is dependent on the interpretation of the utterances [5] . However, interpretation of S i may depend on any subset of the set (say U ) of previous utterances where U = S 1 , S 2 , S 3 ....S n [2] . We think this definition needs further improvement in the context of cataphora resolution where interpretation of S i may sometimes depend on any subset of the set (say U ) of the subsequent utterances. A discourse unit is an atomic utterance that has no reference beyond its limitations or boundaries and can be mono-sentential or polysentential.
III. DISSECTION AND DISCOURSE PROCESSING
The entire dissection procedure is divided into two phases, i.e., dissection phase and discourse processing phase. In dissection phase, the source text is converted into primitive discourses. These primitive discourses are used to get generalized predicates. In discourse processing phase, various ambiguities are resolved including anaphoric and elliptical ambiguities. Mathematically, the dissection procedure can be represented as
where T = Source text and D i = Poly or Mono sentential Discourse.
The resolution of the unidentified words is assumed to be processed during the discourse processing stage. The problem of unknown words resulted when we continued to apply the dissection concept to the real world text. The above discourses are dissected into the primitive discourses as given in Table I and Table II .
It is worth noting that one variable is used for the abbreviations as well as for the compound nouns. For example, Government of Pakistan is treated as a noun. Computer considers it noun by concatenating the text including some special characters (such as ) defined by the programmer. Government of Pakistan is therefore considered as Government of Pakistan. Recognizing the correct noun is a challenging task for the computer/MT scientists. For instance, the Time Bound Program is considered noun from the previous discussion, but it might be treated otherwise. The decision must be based on the context. The concept of dissection is further explained in [1] .
IV. UNIDENTIFIED LEXICAL UNITS
Creation of a list or glossary that contains well-known nouns, i.e., abbreviation and names, could be the best solution. The computer should add the new abbreviations or names (as they come along) to the list but sometimes the repetitive uses of nouns create problems for MT system. A pseudo code is written to resolve this problem. The pseudo code could be useful in Question Answering (QA) system, Information Retrieval (IR) system and in MT system, respectively.
The proposed algorithm updates new names and abbreviations not present in the lexicon. Firstly, the existence of the noun is checked, i.e., whether the noun is correct or not. For instance, if a user enters Paksin Skidn Odind instead of Pakistan State Oil then the computer will subsequently reject it since these words not present in the lexicon. A problem could result if a user enters a word already in the lexicon, but not appropriate for the given abbreviation. For instance, the computer updates wrong abbreviation, if in case Pakistan Supreme Oil is entered instead of Pakistan State Oil. The best solution is that user is allowed to update inappropriate words for the given abbreviation, but these inappropriate words are less likely to be used by another user. Hence, the abbreviations that are less likely to be used are deleted automatically after a month. This could decrease the chances of errors. If these are not automatically deleted, then MT system could give invalid information, i.e., MT system may display Pakistan Supreme Oil instead of Pakistan State Oil. The flow chart of the pseudo code is given in Fig 1. It identifies the existence of noun in a lexicon. It takes primitive discourse as a unit of analysis. If noun doesn't exist, the nature of the noun either abbreviation or name is initially identified. If the noun is abbreviation/name, it is updated to the lexicon. Otherwise the user is requested to enter the required abbreviation/name for the updating purposes.
V. EVALUATION
The algorithm is applied to newspaper fragments and substantial numbers of unidentified lexical units are manually resolved. The evaluation of unknown words took place when we applied the dissection procedure to newspaper fragments . During our experiments, 124 names have been updated to the lexicon as compared to 57 abbreviations. Moreover, the number of unknown names appeared more than unknown abbreviations. However, updating new nouns depends on the lexicon. A poor lexicon results in considerable number of 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper explained the resolution of unidentified lexical units in TBMT. The resolution was considered as a part of discourse processing stage where apart from resolving other ambiguities, the resolution of unknown words was also considered. We presented an algorithm, which updates unknown nouns to the lexicon. The presented algorithm takes monosentential discourse as an input. The algorithm was manually applied to newspaper fragments and unidentified words were updated to the lexicon. In future this algorithm will be implemented as a part of our dissection model. Additionally, this could also be useful in QA and IR system.
